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The Just-Noticeable Difference in Speech-to-Noise Ratio
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Abstract
Just-noticeable differences (JNDs) have been measured for various features of sounds, but despite its importance to communication, there is no benchmark for what is a just-noticeable—and possibly meaningful—difference in speech-to-noise ratio (SNR). SNR plays a crucial role in speech communication for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. Difficulty hearing speech in background noise—a poor SNR—often leads to dissatisfaction with hearing-assistance devices. While such devices attempt through various strategies to address this problem, it is not currently known how much improvement in SNR is needed to provide a noticeable benefit. To investigate what is a noticeable benefit, we measured the JND in SNR for both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. Here, we report the SNR JNDs of 69 participants of varying hearing ability, estimated using either an adaptive or fixed-level procedure. The task was to judge which of the two intervals containing a sentence in speech-spectrum noise presented over headphones was clearer. The level of each interval was roving to reduce the influence of absolute level cues. The results of both procedures showed an average SNR JND of 3 dB that was independent of hearing ability. Further experiments using a subset of normal-hearing listeners showed that level roving does elevate threshold. These results suggest that noise reduction schemes may need to achieve a benefit greater than 3 dB to be reliably discriminable.
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The most important parameter that affects the ability to hear and understand speech in the presence of background noise is the speech-to-noise ratio (SNR)—the level of the speech relative to the level of the background. In general, hearing-impaired (HI) listeners need a higher SNR than for normal-hearing (NH) listeners to achieve the same amount of speech intelligibility; equivalently, their thresholds for speech identification are generally higher than their NH peers (e.g., Plomp & Mimpen, 1979; Smoorenburg, 1992). The standard medical intervention for most forms of hearing impairment is provision of a hearing aid, yet the amplification provided by a typical hearing aid does not increase SNR, as it amplifies the combined speech and background mixture (Naylor & Johannesson, 2009). Some features of hearing aids do improve SNR; for instance, directional microphones have repeatedly been shown to create more favorable SNRs and give correspondingly improved intelligibility (Hawkins & Yacullo, 1984; Ricketts, 2001; Valente, Fabry, & Potts, 1995; Wouters, Litiere, & van Wieringen, 1999). The amount of improvement in SNR is dependent on factors such as the distance and spatial location of the noise in relation to the speech signal, the type and number of noise sources, and the amount of reverberation in the environment; the improvement can vary from as little as −0.8 to as much as +8.2 dB (Amlani, 2001).

Although SNR improvements measured under ideal laboratory conditions are rarely achieved in practice (e.g., Dittberner & Bentler, 2003, demonstrated that a theoretical directional benefit of 6 dB is reduced to 3 dB when measured on a mannequin), one would expect these improvements to provide noticeable real-world benefit. Yet, it has been shown that (a) there is minimal directional benefit in the absence of strictly controlled noise conditions (Walden, Surr, Cord, & Pavlovic, 2000).
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(b) about 30% of consumers surveyed have cited lack of perceived benefit as a reason for not wearing their hearing aids (Kochkin, 2000), and (c) problems with speech in noise remain a consistent complaint and reason for the common nonuse of hearing devices (McCormack & Fortnum, 2013). As benefit may come from a positive change in SNR, we suggest that nonuse may be linked to the (in)ability to detect a change in SNR. If hearing aids provide an improvement in SNR which is smaller than the smallest change in SNR that a listener can reliably detect, then the person would not notice the improvement and would likely not use or be dissatisfied with the device. It is therefore crucial to know what is the just-noticeable difference (JND) for SNR, and if it varies with the degree of hearing impairment. Accurate measurements of the JND are fundamental to understanding what hearing aids can do for listeners.

Relevant data are scarce. We have identified only one study that measured the ability to detect changes in SNR (Killion, 2004). In that experiment, 16 hearing-aid wearers made paired comparisons between different SNRs, using values from −6 dB to +6 dB in 2 dB steps. The results showed that subjects performed at chance level with a 2-dB difference but achieved about 90% correct with a 4-dB difference and 100% for both a 6-dB and an 8-dB difference. Killion concluded that while a 2-dB change in SNR could bring benefit, such benefit was unlikely to be noticed in a real-world setting. However, the hearing losses of the participants were not specified in the report, and it was not specified whether the overall level of the stimuli was roved or not. Level roving is necessary to ensure that listeners actually use SNR to detect differences in SNR. For example, if a 2-dB versus 4-dB comparison in SNR is presented experimentally as a 72-dB speech signal in a 70-dB noise signal versus a 74-dB speech signal in a 70-dB noise signal, then the task can be done using the level of the speech signal. But if the experimental presentation is, for example, a 72-dB speech signal in a 70-dB noise signal versus a 68-dB speech signal in a 64-dB noise, then the only reliable method across trials is to use SNR. The four experiments of the present study were therefore designed to determine the JND in SNR while controlling for these issues, thereby creating reference data for what is a detectable difference in SNR.

Experiment 1 measured the JND for a change in SNR, using a corpus of short sentences partially masked by a speech-shaped noise, for both normal and HI participants with known hearing losses. The procedure was a two-alternative, two-interval forced-choice adaptive procedure in which participants compared the SNR of a reference interval (SNR_R = either 0 or +6 dB) with the SNR of a test interval (SNR_T = SNR_R + ΔSNR), with the value of the change (ΔSNR) varied adaptively. In Experiment 2, the results of Experiment 1 were verified by measurements of the full psychometric function for changes in SNR. In Experiment 3, the effect of using nonroved stimuli was investigated in a small group of NH participants, and in Experiment 4, the same group undertook a conventional level-discrimination task for comparison.

Methods

Participants

In Experiment 1, 44 participants (22 females) were recruited from local hearing clinics (n = 39) and employees of the MRC/CSO Institute of Hearing Research (n = 5). Pure-tone thresholds were measured using the modified Hughson-Westlake method (British Society of Audiology, 1981). Figure 1 (left panel) shows the average pure-tone audiometric thresholds of all 44 participants who successfully completed the experiment. A wide range of hearing losses is evident from Figure 1; the better-ear four-frequency pure-tone average hearing losses (BE4FA; calculated as the average hearing loss at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) ranged from −2 to 71 dB HL (hearing level). The average age of the participants was 65 ± 10.4 standard deviation (SD) years and the median age was 69 years. Fourteen of the 44 participants were classified as NH on the basis of a BE4FA less than 25 dB HL (cf. Clark, 1981). Of the 30 HI participants, 23 had a sensorineural hearing loss, three had a mixed (sensorineural/conductive) hearing loss, and four had a conductive hearing loss, based on air-bone threshold differences (British Society of Audiology & British Academy of Audiology Guidelines, 2007).

In Experiment 2, 25 participants (12 females) were recruited, again from local hearing clinics (n = 22) and employees of the MRC/CSO Institute of Hearing Research (n = 3, two of whom had taken part in Experiment 1). Their BE4FA hearing losses ranged from −1 to 70 dB HL (see Figure 1, right panel). The average age of these participants was 60 years (SD 15 years), and the median age was 65 years. Twelve of the 25 participants were classified as NH. Eleven of the 13 HI participants had a sensorineural hearing loss and two had a conductive hearing loss, based on air-bone threshold differences (British Society of Audiology & British Academy of Audiology Guidelines, 2007).

In Experiments 3 and 4, four NH participants (three male) were recruited from the staff at the MRC/CSO Institute of Hearing Research. Two had previously taken part in Experiments 1 and 2, one had taken part in Experiment 1 only, and one had taken part in Experiment 2 only. Their BE4FAs ranged from −1 to 3 dB HL, and the age range was 23 to 51 years.
This study was approved by the West of Scotland research ethics service (WoS REC(4) 09/S0704/12). Informed written consent was obtained from all participants prior to commencing experimentation.

Stimuli

In Experiments 1 to 3, the stimuli were male-talker IEEE sentences (Rothauser et al., 1969) embedded in a speech-shaped noise. The speech corpus consisted of 720 different sentences of durations from 1360 to 2997 ms. The sentences were originally recorded at University College London using a native speaker of British English at a sampling rate of 48 kHz (Smith & Faulkner, 2006). Each sentence was then filtered to match the SII standard (American National Standards Institute 3.5, 1997) speech spectrum for normal vocal effort (i.e., flat response to 500 Hz then a 9 dB/octave). Random (white) noise was generated in MATLAB (version 7.0.4, The Mathworks Inc.) and filtered using coefficients obtained from the average spectrum of the entire equalized male-talker sentence set. Both the speech and the noise were resampled to 32 kHz for playback. For simultaneous presentation, the duration of the noise was set to equal that of the particular sentence chosen for a trial, and then raised-cosine gates of 20-ms were applied to the onset and offset of the composite speech-and-noise stimulus.

In Experiments 1 to 3, in each trial, a sentence was chosen at random and presented in noise in two intervals: a reference interval with one value of speech-to-noise ratio (SNRREF) and a target interval at a different speech-to-noise ratio (SNRT = SNRREF + ΔSNR). The two values of SNRREF were used in different blocks of trials: 0 and +6 dB (only 0 dB reference SNR was used in Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, the value of ΔSNR was varied adaptively according to the participants’ performance using a three-down/one-up rule: the ΔSNR was divided by the current step size after three correct responses or multiplied by the current step size after one incorrect response. The step sizes were √3 for the first two reversals, √2 for the next two reversals, and √1.5 for the last four reversals. Each block started with a ΔSNR of 12 dB. The geometric mean of ΔSNR at each of the last four reversals was taken as the JND. The actual presentation levels of the speech and noise were derived from the SNRs using a three-stage method. First, in the reference interval, the speech was presented at an A-weighted level of 75 dB SPL plus ½ of SNRREF and the noise presented at an A-weighted level of 75 dB SPL minus ½ of SNRREF, while in the target interval, the speech was presented at 75 dB (A) plus ½ of SNRREF plus ½ of ΔSNR and the noise at 75 dB (A) minus ½ of SNRREF minus ½ of ΔSNR. Second, the combined speech-plus-noise stimulus was then attenuated slightly to give an overall level of 75 dB (A) SPL (note that for the seven participants with hearing losses ≥65 dB HL, 85 dB (A) was used instead of 75 dB (A) to maintain overall audibility). Third, to reduce the possibility that participants could use the level of either the speech or the noise as a level cue, the overall levels of the combined stimuli forming the two intervals were roved independently by a maximum of ±2 dB in randomized (rectangular distribution) increments of 0.1 dB.

![Figure 1. Left panel (a) shows boxplots of pure-tone audiometric thresholds as a function of frequency for the left (boxes to the left of each frequency tick mark) and right (boxes to the right of each frequency tick mark) ears of the 44 participants in Experiment 1. Right panel (b) shows the same for the 25 participants in Experiment 2. Boxes show lower quartile, median, and higher quartile; whiskers show 1.5 x interquartile range; crosses show outliers.](image-url)
Experiments 2 to 4 differed from Experiment 1 in the following ways. In Experiment 2, only a 0 dB reference SNR was used, and the values of ΔSNR were chosen from a predefined set of values (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 dB) rather than being calculated adaptively. Experiment 3 included nonroved conditions. In Experiment 4, the stimuli only consisted of 1-s duration noises—the speech was not used—with their level difference set adaptively, starting at 6 dB.

Apparatus

For all experiments, participants were seated in a soundproof audiological booth, and the stimuli were presented diotically via a PC and soundcard (RME DIGI-96/8 PAD) and routed through an audio amplifier (Arcam A80) to circumaural headphones (AKG K702). Sound levels were calibrated with a 94-dB 1-kHz tone (Bruel & Kjaer 4230), and the headphones’ frequency response was verified with an artificial ear (Bruel & Kjaer 4152). A touch screen monitor was used to record participant responses.

Procedures

In all experiments, a two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice task was used. For each trial in Experiments 1 to 3, participants heard two presentations of speech-shaped noise, both containing the same sentence, separated by a 500-ms silent gap. Participants were instructed to listen carefully to the relative levels of both sentence and noise in each interval and then to decide, “Which sentence was clearer?” Participants responded by pressing a button on the touch screen to indicate the First or Second interval. In Experiment 4, a conventional level-discrimination task for comparison to the nonroved conditions in Experiment 3, participants were instructed to listen carefully to the level of the noise in each interval, decide which was quieter, and respond accordingly.

In Experiment 1, a practice condition in which SNR_R was 6 dB and ΔSNR was 12 dB was used to introduce the task. A threshold was not recorded, and the run was ended as soon as participants had demonstrated their ability to perform the task. The conditions were then run in a pseudo-random order (one instance of each condition, randomly ordered, then a further two instances of each condition, randomly ordered). Three separate adaptive tracks were run for each condition. We had initially planned to interleave tracks but rejected this, as it elongated the duration of each condition to the point where participant fatigue affected the results, causing a noticeable lack of convergence in pilot tests using experienced participants. In Experiment 2, a practice condition of six trials with ΔSNR of 8 dB was used to introduce the task. After practice, participants completed four blocks of 70 trials each, 10 trials at each of the seven values of ΔSNR, presented in randomized order (one participant completed only three blocks of trials due to time constraints; however, the resultant JND in SNR was well within the range of all other participants). In Experiment 3, each participant completed three runs at SNR_R = 0 dB and SNR_R = +6 dB in three alternating roving and nonroving sessions on separate days (i.e., six runs per session over six sessions, resulting in nine threshold estimates per level-rove/reference-SNR condition). In Experiment 4, every participant completed three sessions of three adaptive tracks each.

The JNDs results reported below are the geometric mean of the best two of the three measurements for each condition. Alternative methods of calculating the JND were assessed (namely the geometric mean of all three measurements, the second and third measurements, or the single best measurement), but none of these alternative calculations produced substantially different results from those reported above. Throughout the Results section, geometric means are reported for Experiments 1, 3, and 4; arithmetic means are reported for Experiment 2.

Results

In Experiment 1, across both values of SNR_R and all 44 participants, the JND (i.e., threshold) for a change in SNR was 3.2 dB, 95% CI [2.9, 3.5]. NH participants (n = 14) gave a JND of 2.6 dB, 95% CI [1.8, 3.4] in the 0 dB SNR condition and 3.3 dB, 95% CI [2.4, 4.2] in the +6 dB SNR condition; HI participants (n = 30) gave a JND of 3.1 dB, 95% CI [2.6, 3.6] in the 0 dB SNR condition and 3.6 dB, 95% CI [3.1, 4.2] in the +6 dB SNR condition (see Table 1). From a mixed-model analysis of variance, there was no significant difference between participant groups (F(1, 86) = 1.58, p < 0.05), but there was an effect across SNR_R, albeit only 0.6 dB [F(1, 42) = 10.51, p = .002; η² = 0.20]. The interaction was not statistically significant (F(1, 42) = 1.15, p > .05). Of the 30 HI participants, 23 completed the experiment at an A-weighted presentation level of 75 dB SPL, and seven did so at a presentation level of 85 dB SPL. An independent samples t test revealed no significant difference in mean thresholds between these two presentation levels.

Figure 2 shows the JNDS of each participant as a function of their hearing loss (see Methods section for definition). There were no significant correlations between the JNDS and hearing losses (as indicated by BE4FA) for SNR_R = 0 or +6 dB (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r = .26 and .06, respectively; both p > 0.05). JNDS and age were correlated for SNR_R values (r = .48 and .42; p = .0049 and .0009, respectively). Age and hearing loss, however, were
correlated ($r = .44; p = .003$), so the partial correlation coefficients were also calculated. Controlling for the variance due to age, the correlation between JNDs and hearing loss were near zero ($r = .02$ and .03, respectively; $p > .05$). Conversely, age was significantly correlated with JNDs even when controlling for the variance due to hearing loss for SNRR $= 0$ and $+6$ dB ($r = .42$ and .36; $p = .0049$ and .0009, respectively).

The results from Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 3. Psychometric functions are shown for each participant (gray lines; mean in bold) for detecting changes in SNR from an SNRR $= 0$ dB. As is generally found in many areas of psychophysical detection or comparison (Macpherson & Akeroyd, 2014), the functions show a sigmoidal shape, with performance increasing as the change increases, but with a fair amount of variation across participants. JNDs were derived by fitting a logistic function to each psychometric function, optimized using the maximum log-likelihood method, and then calculating the ΔSNR required to give a proportion correct of 0.79 (chosen as it corresponds to the target of the adaptive rule used in Experiment 1). Across all participants, the mean JND was 3.3 dB, 95% CI [2.7, 3.8]; that of the NH participants was 3.0 dB, 95% CI [2.1, 3.9], while that of the HI participants was 3.5 dB, 95% CI [2.8, 4.3]. The difference across groups was not significant [$t(23) = -0.946$, $p > .05$]. Of the 13 HI participants, 11 completed the experiment at an A-weighted presentation level of 75 dB SPL, and two did so at a presentation level of 85 dB SPL. An independent samples $t$ test revealed no significant difference in mean thresholds between these two presentation levels.

Figure 4 shows the JNDs from each participant as a function of their hearing loss. Two participants (shown as crosses in Figure 4) had much higher thresholds than the others: 6.3 and 6.7 dB, over two SD from the mean. With these data points removed as outliers, the mean JND across participants was 3.0 dB, 95% CI [2.6, 3.4]. Of the participants, there was no correlation between hearing loss and JND ($r = .24$, $p > .05$), nor age and JND ($r = .34; p > .05$). The removal of the two outliers did not affect either (lack of) correlation when controlling for the variance due to the significant correlation between age and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0 dB M</th>
<th>0 dB 95% CI</th>
<th>+6 dB M</th>
<th>+6 dB 95% CI</th>
<th>Both M</th>
<th>Both 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>[1.8, 3.4]</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>[2.4, 4.2]</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>[2.3, 3.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>[2.6, 3.6]</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>[3.1, 4.2]</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>[2.9, 3.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>[2.5, 3.3]</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>[3.1, 4]</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>[2.9, 3.5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Individual SNR JND results for all 44 (normal-hearing and hearing-impaired) participants of Experiment 1 in 0 dB (left panel) and $+6$ dB (right panel) reference SNR conditions as a function of hearing loss. Neither condition shows a statistically significant correlation with hearing loss. SNR = speech-to-noise ratio; JND = just-noticeable difference; BE4FA = better-ear four-frequency average.
hearing loss ($r = .52; p = .008$). An order effect was found in Experiment 2, where mean proportion correct averaged across all ΔSNRs was significantly greater [paired-samples $t(24) = 3.901, p = .00068$] when the greater SNR (SNRR + ΔSNR) was in interval 2 than in interval 1 (0.83 and 0.71, respectively, averaged across all participants).

The results of Experiment 3 (see Table 2) showed, through a repeated-measures analysis of variance, a statistically significant 0.9 dB difference between the roved and nonroved conditions at SNRR = +6 dB [$F(1, 3) = 26.99, p = .014$], but a nonsignificant difference of 0.2 dB between the roved and nonroved conditions at SNRR = 0 dB [$F(1, 3) = 3.58, p > .05$]. The mean threshold in Experiment 3 was lower than in Experiment 1, most likely due to the fact that three of the four participants who took part in Experiment 3 were among the best-performing participants from Experiment 1; the mean JND of those three participants across both conditions in Experiment 1 was 2.4 dB. The results of Experiment 4 showed that the mean JND for changes in level was 0.7 dB, 95% CI [−0.2, 1.6].

**Discussion**

The JND in SNR of speech in noise was, on average, 3 dB across both normal and HI participants. While much larger than the conventional level JND of 1 dB, we are confident that our data represent an accurate measure of the JND for SNR, at least with the noise masker (a speech-shaped, unmodulated noise) used here. In everyday listening, changes in SNR less than 3 dB could potentially be noticeable by corresponding changes in listening effort or fatigue, particularly in continuous speech with multiple opportunities for detecting a difference in SNR. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 were almost identical despite one using adaptive and the other fixed procedures. Furthermore, two largely independent groups of participants were employed in each experiment (i.e., only three NH participants took part in both experiments). In the only known prior study (Killion, 2004), listeners performed at chance (50%) for a 2 dB difference in SNR but at approximately 90% correct for a 4 dB difference in SNR. A linear interpolation between these values would suggest 79% correct for a 3.4 dB difference in SNR, consistent with our results. The current results, however, suggest a 50% threshold much lower than 2 dB; the psychometric function estimated here is much shallower than the steep function implied by Killion’s results.

A JND in SNR of 3 dB is substantially greater than the values for JND in level of broadband sounds previously reported, for example, 1.4 dB for HI listeners (Whitmer & Akeroyd, 2011) and 0.7–0.9 dB for NH listeners (Buus, Florentine, & Zwicker, 1995; Miller, 1947;
Montgomery, 1935), and found here in Experiment 4 (0.7 dB). We suggest that this difference between conventional level discrimination and SNR discrimination may be related to the added difficulty of estimating SNR, given that SNR discrimination requires monitoring the levels of both the speech and noise in each interval. Less clear, however, is the reason why the JNDS were significantly lower (better by 0.6 dB) in Experiment 1 for clear, whereas the percent correct JND remains fixed.

After accounting for the significant correlations between age and hearing loss in both Experiment 1 and 2, neither experiment showed a correlation between hearing loss and JND. Many previous studies have shown a relationship between speech-in-noise intelligibility and hearing loss (e.g., Plomp & Mimpen, 1979; Smoorenburg, 1992), while fewer studies (e.g. Dirks, Morgan, & Dubno, 1982) have found supra-threshold speech understanding in noise to be independent of hearing loss. The lack of correlation here may be due to the basis of judgments being (a) supra-threshold and (b) related to level discrimination performance, which was previously found to not correlate with hearing loss (Whitmer & Akeroyd, 2011). The correlation between age and JND in Experiment 1 may be an indication of (a) the task of comparing speech and noise simultaneously and sequentially being difficult and increasingly so with age and (b) a relationship to supra-threshold speech-intelligibility deficits.

We have identified limitations of this study indicating that the results may be an over- or underestimate of the SNR JND. The JND of 3 dB may be an overestimate because the sentences and noise maskers used herein were gated on and off together. This would not occur in real-life listening, and it may be easier to detect differences in SNR when the noise begins and ends before and after the speech. Also, ongoing speech in noise may offer multiple looks that allow smaller changes in SNR to be noticed, or the potential subsequent decreases in effort or fatigue to be noticed.

One potential source of underestimation was inadequate level roving. The 4-dB level-roving range (±2 dB) used in this study was less than the range identified by Green (1988) as well as Fantini and Moore (1994), who derived the smallest threshold that can be obtained from level cues when overall levels are roved over a given range. A broad rule of thumb is that the range used should be a factor of three greater than the JND. Our use of a smaller level-roving range was due to concerns regarding the general audibility of the speech across intervals, but unfortunately it may have been insufficient to completely eliminate the possibility of using the absolute level of the speech as a cue. It is possible therefore that the JND for SNR would be greater than 3 dB had the range of level-roving been greater.

Another potential factor leading to an underestimate of SNR JND was the order of stimuli. Order effects were evident in Experiment 2 in that a significant difference in mean proportion correct was found when the target (the greater SNR) was presented in interval 1 and interval 2. Mean proportion correct was significantly higher for interval 2 by 12%, indicating intelligibility increased on the second presentation of the stimuli. Other studies have found similar effects (e.g., Thwing, 1956), but Pollack (1959) showed that repeated presentations of the same piece of recorded speech show smaller effects and that using the same noise in repeated presentations results in less of an improvement as using different noises. It seems plausible therefore that our results could show a bias toward lower JND SNRs, underestimating the SNR JND based on increased intelligibility in the second interval.

It is possible that asking our participants to judge the change in clarity of the sentences in noise—as opposed to judging any feature change—has resulted in a measure of speech intelligibility JND that may depend on the particular speech and noise used. That is, as psychometric function slopes vary with stimuli (Macpherson & Akeroyd, 2014), it is possible that the JND is representative of the percent correct change equivalent to 3-dB change in SNR for IEEE sentences presented in same-spectrum noise. For different stimuli with different psychometric function slopes, the SNR JND might change whereas the percent correct JND remains fixed.
Testing with stimuli having different speech intelligibility slopes could clarify this issue. The threshold for perceiving a change in clarity may differ from the threshold for perceiving any difference in itself (e.g., had we used a same/different task with limited instructions on how potential differences would manifest themselves). Our reason for not using a same/different task was that with identical sentences in both intervals of each trial, and at times small differences in SNR, we felt that participants might default to responding same thereby artificially inflating thresholds.

The noise masker used in this series of experiments was based on the average spectrum of the entire male-talker IEEE corpus without any amplitude modulation applied. In many ways, this masker acts as a reference point for all other potential maskers, and we expect that the JND may change with variations away from it. Alcantara et al. (2003) found that for speech intelligibility, performance was better in modulated noise than in steady noise. However, using modulated noises, such as multi-talker babble, might make the current SNR discrimination task more difficult, as the level of the concurrent speech signal and masker would vary more than for steady maskers. When fluctuating maskers are used, psychometric functions relating intelligibility to SNR have been found to be shallower than those for steady maskers (Macpherson & Akeroyd, 2014). Furthermore, JNDs might also increase in a real-life scenario with multiple distracters and reverberation present.

The minimal clinically important difference is a measure used to specify the smallest difference in an intervention which a patient can perceive (Jaeschke, Singer, & Guyatt, 1989). The SNR JND of 3 dB measured here indicates the lower bound of the minimal clinically important difference for SNR improvement; that is, a change of 3 dB SNR indicates the threshold of the perceptual relevance (as opposed to speech intelligibility improvement) of those features of hearing aids designed to increase SNR. Therefore, regardless of the strategy used to achieve it, the data presented here indicate that a noise reduction scheme—or directional microphone or indeed any feature for increasing SNR—in a hearing aid should provide at least 3 dB SNR improvement in order to provide a reliable and consistently noticeable benefit for HI listeners.
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